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Will she risk freedom for love? Enjoy a historical western romance from a delightful author who keeps you wondering what next for the characters! Fiercely independent, show jumper Margaret McNeil will sacrifice anything to keep her ranch. But when the barriers around her heart are breached by
her handsome new ranch hand, John Baldwin, will Margaret find the courage to risk freedom for love? Or will a tragic misunderstanding tear everything apart? Find out in Wild Horses, Wild Hearts, a new series by Montana West. Wild Horses, Wild Hearts is a clean historical romance of the Old
West that will hold your interest and draw you in through the very last page. If you like sweet western romance novels, start reading Wild Horses, Wild Hearts now!
Dr. Cecilia—Ceci—Bradford at your service. I dance, rock climb, and have mastered MMA, because just being a twenty-six-year-old doctor isn’t enough. It doesn’t keep me from remembering the terrifying night my life changed, the night my true love died. I was nearly seventeen. Life goes on, but
the secret I keep is that I still talk to him in my dreams. That was getting me by until Tabron showed up—or, more specifically, until the six-foot-two brute of a Viking whisked me off to another planet because his leader is dying. And the joy didn’t end there. I’m being forced to choose a
mate. The Brausa are facing extinction. Tabron has no need for a mate, himself, and he’s told me as much. Multiple times. What he does have are hands and wicked lips that stir feelings I thought lost forever. Choosing him (just to play along until I can find a way home) seems to irk him and I
find this surprisingly fun. But surviving a hidden conspiracy and the dangers of this alien place might be more difficult than I could ever imagine… Book Three of The Dreamwalkers
"May we never forget our wild hearts as we continue to seek light in the darkest of spaces because its our wild hearts, full of warmth & colour that will always save us."Leave everything behind & come along with tams ~ artist, dancer & story teller of Soul Stories as she takes you on a journey
to remember our 'same same but different' stories.The kind of stories that are full of love & magic which fills us up to the point of almost bursting at the seams ~ along with the moments that nearly break your heart in half, but are softened by gentle swirls of bright colours & whimsical Soul
Stories creatures. Wild Heart Sunseeker ~ all of your stories are waiting inside for you to remember.
A young woman must choose between passion and pride in this historical saga from “a superb writer who does Western Americana with flair and humor” (RT Book Reviews). Keturah “Ket” Tremayne belongs nowhere, to no one. Born of an Apache mother and a “white-eyes” father, she is an outcast in both
worlds. Ket has erected a wall around her heart, a wall of hatred for all whites, especially the soldiers at Fort Davis—and her stepmother, Sabrina. Now Ket has gone into the mountains to rescue her half-brother and his friend from Comancheros. Along with the boys, she saves a greenhorn
surveyor named Blake. His gibberish confounds her, but in spite of her better judgment, his compassion draws her near. Blake has his hands full surveying a rail line while avoiding renegade Apaches—except for Ket, the most astonishing and bewildering woman he’s ever met. Even in the snow, his
blood boils just thinking of her. If it takes the rest of his life, he will tear down the wall that keeps her heart locked up. “Vaughan charts the passage between girl and woman with an authority and delicacy few Western romance writers can match. Keturah’s heart and mind blossom like a rose
unfurling one petal at a time.” —Crescent Blues Book Views
He’s a soldier haunted by what he saw… For Wyatt Forrester, becoming a Marine and then getting on an elite team was a no-brainer. He was made for excitement and danger. But when a mission goes wrong and his friend dies, Wyatt goes home to get his head on straight. His beautiful and meddlesome
best friend Penny is determined to help him figure things out, and her methods are deliciously unorthodox. Wyatt’d be lying if he said he hadn’t ever thought about Penny as more than a friend. Hell, he spent most of high school trying to impress her, but she made it clear they were only
friends. But when they kiss, it blows all that “only friends” stuff out of the water. Wyatt can’t pretend anymore. He’s got to have her, consequences be damned. He might not know where he belongs, but he knows who he wants. She’s the friend he’s always desired… Penny Edgecombe lived a wild
musician’s life, but now she’s devoted to her five-year-old son. Now, she’s given up music, and she’s given up men. She doesn’t have the time or inclination to date seriously. Her biggest fear is getting trapped in a relationship as loveless as the one her parents had. The only man she’s ever
let into her heart is Wyatt, but she even put boundaries on that, though those boundaries get pushed when their friendship careens into toe-curlingly passionate territory. Soon, Penny’s traitorous heart wants more. But outside forces are determined to tear them apart. While Wyatt grapples with
the ghosts in his past and tries to find a path forward, Penny has to face her fear and fight for the man who’s finally caught her wild heart. Do they have the guts to fight for their long-overdue happily ever after? ***** This is the fifth book in the MAGNOLIA VALLEY series. It can be read as
a standalone or as part of a larger story line. · Dreaming of You (Josie & Calvin) · Destined for You (Ethan & Astrid) · Fascinated by You (Nora & Alek) · He was Playing for Keeps (Caine & Quinn) · Catching Her Wild Heart (Wyatt & Penny) · Risking it all for Love (Augustus & Freya)
Catherine Evans fell in love when she was three years old, head-over-heels, forever kind of love. The very first moment she saw twelve-year-old Duncan McKenzie, she told God and her pony that she was going to marry that boy. He was handsome. He was kind. He was strong and smart and all the
good things a boy should be. For thirteen years she loved him with every beat of her heart. And on her sixteenth birthday he walked away from her father's ranch, and from her. He didn't look back over his shoulder. Not even once. And from that day forward, Catherine Evans swore off all men.
Her heart turned to stone, her will to iron, and her vow to God changed. She'd run her father's ranch. She'd succeed. She'd survive. And she would never, ever love another man as long as she lived. Duncan McKenzie left the ranch ten years ago, desperate to escape temptation in the form of a
budding young lady too innocent to claim for his own. But Catherine's frightened father summons him home. The ranch is under attack and the old man's stubborn daughter refuses to seek help. Duncan left a sweet young girl behind a decade ago. He returns to a defiant siren, a woman whose heart
is as wild as the land she would sacrifice her life to protect. When Catherine's father coerces her into marrying Duncan, the fire in her eyes spells trouble, but it's the kind of trouble Duncan has no desire to resist. Marriage is the only way he can protect her. Especially when Duncan's own
past comes calling in the form of one extremely dangerous and vengeful outlaw, Catherine's cowardly enemies want the ranch badly enough to kill for it, and his reluctant bride is very much in their way.
Meet the man who started a legacy in Wild Hearts–the historical prequel to Susan Mallery's bestselling Lone Star Sisters series! Look for Under Her Skin, Lip Service, Straight from the Hip and Hot on Her Heels, available now. Who can tame the wildest man in Titanville?
Pets, People and Their Beautiful Homes
Love, Thy Will Be Done: Tales of Awakening A Wild Heart Vol.2
Tame A Wild Heart
Restoring California's Native Landscapes at Home
The Way of a Man
Wildheart
To Tame a Wild Heart
Wild Heart of the Seas: Birth of the Avenging Angel
Gardening with a Wild Heart
Judith Lowry's voice and experiences make a rich matrix for essays that include discussions of wildflower gardening, the ecology of native grasses, wildland seed-collecting, principles of natural design, and plant/animal interactions. This lyrical and articulate mix of the practical and the poetic combines personal story, wildland ecology, restoration gardening practices, and native plant
horticulture.
IS HOLLYWOOD’S MOST FORMIDABLE ACTRESS A MATCH FOR ONE OF THE WORLD’S TOUGHEST STUNTMEN? Faith Martin is not having a mid-life crisis. Never mind she’s just turned forty and found a wrinkle. In need of a change from LA, Faith heads to Sonoma Valley in Northern California only to discover the one man she never wanted to see again is living there. Cole Cooper is more
than just a handsome rancher and winemaker. He’s a respected stuntman and Faith knows he’s as dangerous in real life as when he’s diving from cars or throwing punches on-screen. Then Faith receives the opportunity to star in, as well as direct, a lethal action film that could take her career to new heights. The only problem? The production team want Cole for the job of stunt
coordinator, and they’re not prepared to negotiate. When suspicious accidents start occurring on-set, is Faith prepared to take extreme risks for the most exciting role of her career? And will those risks include endangering her heart? Book 4 in the Hollywood Hearts series promises heart-stopping action, and is perfect for fans of Susan Elizabeth Phillips, Victoria Dahl, Susan Mallery, and
Louise Bagshawe.
Join Crystal and the rest of the crew in the second book of the Wild Heart of the Seas series! Crystal sends Captain Stevenson and the Saving Grace to patrol Eastern Africa and Indonesia while she guides the Avenging Angel around the Caribbean and Western Africa. Get ready to discover where their travels take them and the adventures they have! Crystal finally discovers her true
feelings for Commodore Sullivan, but she isn’t sure where it will lead her! In the meantime, Crystal is just as heroic and sassy as ever as they continue in their mission. They make new friends, face a dangerous storm, and take action to a whole new level! Will Crystal have what it takes to face the dangers yet to come?
Presents a program of exercises to regain contact with one's spiritual side through experiences in the arts
This vital companion to The Way of the Wild Heart is designed to help you know God as Father in a way you've never known him before.
Applauded for her unique ability to blend romance, history, and the wonders of the paranormal into unforgettable novels, Tracy Fobes has taken her flair for the otherworldly to the Scottish Highlands, where a mysterious beauty discovers her true identity. The villagers think her one of the fairy-folk, for she was found wandering the Highlands at the age of four, able to communicate with
the creatures of the moors. Now eighteen, Sarah quietly uses her gift to heal wounded animals. But when word of the lovely changeling spreads, her peaceful existence is shattered. Convinced Sarah is his long-lost daughter, the powerful Duke of Argyll offers to bequeath her his estate if she will but take her place in society. Her first duty is to become a lady -- under the tutelage of the
duke's erstwhile heir, the dangerously provocative Earl of Cawdor. Sarah savors the simmering passions the cynical earl arouses in her even as she suspects he is merely using seduction to secure his birthright. In this civilized world where desire and deception are one and the same, how can she ever trust in love?
"Summer magic: When her financé calls off their engagement, verterinarian assistant Lisa Prentice joins the circus in hopes of escaping the everyday grind. But life under the big top isn't quite what she expected. None of the veterinarian's former assistants managed to please their short-tempered boss, and Lisa fears that her days are numbered, too." --cover.
A Sweet Clean Western Historical Romance
Memoirs of a Glorified Poop Scooper at Wild Heart Ranch
Near to the Wild Heart
Wild Horses, Wild Hearts
Dreams of A Wild Heart
The Way of the Wild Heart
Wild at Heart Field Manual
Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of Football
A Map for the Masculine Journey
Clarice Lispector's sensational, prize-winning debut novel Near to the Wild Heart was published when she was just twenty-three and earned her the name 'Hurricane Clarice'. It tells the story of Joana, from her wild, creative childhood, as the 'little egg' who writes poems for her father, through her marriage to the faithless Otávio and on to her decision to make her own way in the world. As Joana, endlessly mutable, moves
through different emotional states, different inner lives and different truths, this impressionistic, dreamlike and fiercely intelligent novel asks if any of us ever really know who we are. Clarice Lispector was a Brazilian novelist and short story writer. Her innovation in fiction brought her international renown. References to her literary work pervade the music and literature of Brazil and Latin America. She was born in the
Ukraine in 1920, but in the aftermath of World War I and the Russian Civil War, the family fled to Romania and eventually sailed to Brazil. In 1933, Clarice Lispector encountered Hermann Hesse's Steppenwolf, which convinced her that she was meant to write. She published her first novel, Near to the Wildheart in 1943 when she was just twenty-three, and the next year was awarded the Graça Aranha Prize for the best first
novel. Many felt she had given Brazillian literature a unique voice in the larger context of Portuguese literature. After living variously in Italy, the UK, Switzerland and the US, in 1959, Lispector with her children returned to Brazil where she wrote her most influential novels including The Passion According to G.H. She died in 1977, shortly after the publication of her final novel, The Hour of the Star.
Wild at Heart - Pets, People and their Beautiful Homes is the second book from the creative duo behind the online interview magazine Coffeeklatch. In 2015 they published the bestseller Greenterior, a book about plant-loving creatives and their inspiring homes. For this new book, Magali Elali and Bart Kiggen visited people who share their beautiful houses with their pets. They interviewed fifteen creatives at home about a
subject that many people all over the world can relate to: the unique bond between people and their pets. Whenever the love of animals is a part of someone's life, it will inevitably colour his or her way of working, living and thinking. In Wild at Heart Bart and Magali share personal stories about important and small encounters, fun anecdotes and relatable situations, set in tasteful and inspiring interiors and breathtaking
nature scenes. AUTHORS: Bart Kiggen is a photographer and graphic designer, Magali Elali works as a stylist and journalist. Together they are the duo behind the lifestyle blog and creative studio Coffeeklatch. Wild at Heart is their second book, following the international success of Greenterior (2015). SELLING POINT: * A unique portrait of fifteen creatives and their pets, Wild at Heart is all about the unique bond they
have with their pets and how that bond inevitably colours their way of working, living and thinking
MYSTICAL. EXTRASENSORY. SHAMANIC. The lyrics to a song, "Love, Thy Will Be Done,"(Prince & Martika) captivated author Marcia Singer in '91 during an exquisitely painful life passage. Both of her parents were dying, her lover was moving far away. She was ripe for profound awakening, deep healing through Surrender to whatever Life might bring. Learning to love unconditionally was the Path, the Work to be
done. Following Iron Jane (2019), this sexond collection of soul-bearing stories of personal transformation wake a calling to live a big life. Sourcing the deep and erotic, wildish and ecstatic feminine Soul, Singer risks it all to be a trustworthy way-shower.
This is a book about how a boy?and a man?becomes a man. It's a guide to the process of masculine initiation, that ancient path every boy and man must take if they would become the man they long to be. The path whereby they come to know they are a man, and are able to live and love from a deep, centered strength. We live in a time where most men (and boys) are essentially fatherless. Whatever their circumstance, they
have no man actually taking them through the many adventures, trials, battles and experiences they need to shape a masculine heart within them. They find themselves on their own to figure life out, and that is a lonely place to be. Their fears, anger, boredom, and their many addictions all come out of this fatherless place within them, a fundamental uncertainty in the core of their being. But there is a way. "We aren't meant to
figure life out on our own," says John Eldredge. "God wants to father us." In The Way of the Wild Heart, Eldredge reveals how God comes to a man and takes him on the masculine journey, how nearly all the events of a man's life can come togther to provide the initiation he never received. And how parents can offer that initiation to their sons. Whatever your age may be, your Father is ready to take up your journey. For
you are his son.
Essays discuss wildflower gardening, the ecology of native grasses, wildland seed collecting, principles of natural design, and plant/animal interactions for California gardens
This new translation of Clarice Lispector's sensational first book tells the story of a middle class woman's life from childhood through an unhappy marriage and its dissolution to transcendence. Near to the Wild Heart, published in Rio de Janeiro in 1943, introduced Brazil to what one writer called “Hurricane Clarice”: a twenty-three-year-old girl who wrote her first book in a tiny rented room and then baptized it with a title
taken from Joyce: “He was alone, unheeded, near to the wild heart of life.” The book was an unprecedented sensation — the discovery of a genius. Narrative epiphanies and interior monologue frame the life of Joana, from her middle-class childhood through her unhappy marriage and its dissolution to transcendence, when she proclaims: “I shall arise as strong and comely as a young colt.”
In his book Wild at Heart, author John Eldredge thrust a generation of men, young and old, toward a journey to recover true masculinity?the soul of a man as God designed him. If you've already begun the journey, you know how thrilling?and hard?it can be. So you may have longed for a tool to maximize the impact, a guide to show the way. Packed with new information and insights, the Wild at Heart Field Manual guides
you along "the road less traveled." Filled with probing questions, creative exercises, and space to record personal field notes, this companion volume is designed to transition you from reading about the wild heart to living from it. For too long, the call of Christianity to men has evoked no higher goal, ultimately, than becoming a "nice guy." No wonder many men are bored to tears with church. The hero instinct has been
trained out of them. But Eldredge invites men to come alive again, to find their great battle, adventure, and beauty. If you dare . . . keep reading. Your life will never be the same.
A Personal Guide to Discover the Secret of Your Masculine Soul
Way of the Wild Heart
Wild Heart
When the Odds Are Against You, Your Lifestyle Matters
Collected and Nurtured Soul Stories
Scottish Historical Romance
Catch a Wild Heart
Wild Heart Sunseeker
Wild Heart of the Seas: Give No Quarter

Half Apache, half white, Keturah Tremayne has chosen the Indian way, but when her father's sworn enemy arrives on the scene, she finds a fierce passion awakened in her. Original.
On a struggling California ranch, a woman’s heart is awakened in the arms of an untamed man in this captivating and sensual historical romance. California, 1872. Julia Larson has devoted her life to helping her aging father manage the family ranch and pick up the pieces of her sister’s reckless life. The last thing she’s concerned about is her own heart. She can’t imagine anyone desiring a selfless spinster
like her . . . Raised in the wild, Wolf McCloud isn’t the type to stick around. Having traced the mother who abandoned him to Northern California, he never expects to be drawn to the gentle purity of Julia Larson. But a stunning request from Julia’s dying father puts the two on a path neither can resist . . . “Jane Bonander reaches to her readers’ hearts.” —RT Book Reviews
National conflicts, terrorist-attacks and catastrophic events are just a few variables shaping our lives in society today. As children, we are supposed to be resilient to adverse experiences, however the underlining truth is revealed as we become adults. ACEs and PTSD is becoming a commonly known factor among those suffering from depression; which can be altered through diet, exercise and our social
environment. Ask yourself if you, or love one, has been exposed to psychological (verbal), physical, sexual abuse or has lived in a dysfunctional household (e.g., substance abuse, mental illness, domestic violence, or criminal behaviors). After conceptualizing over decades of my personal adverse childhood experiences, military experiences, diet and exercise behaviors, I can honestly explain how your longterm health outcome may be improved regardless of the adverse exposures you may have endured in your life. Becoming mindful of mood triggers, diet, exercise, and your social environment can save lives.
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Delphi Gifford has nearly given up on finding someone she could love as much as her dead husband, Fallon, who had died while they were still in college. Certainly local photographer Jeremy Litster wasn't at the top of her list, egomaniac that he is--even if he did drive the hottest racing motorbike she'd ever touched. Jeremy knew George DiCarlo had hand-picked him to marry Delphi, but hadn't counted on
her not being in the loop. After working together for six months, though, he seriously regrets his misstep and begins a careful campaign to win her over. When someone tries to take the two of them out, he has to figure out what they did or saw that put them both in danger.
Wanton. . . Leo Roberts is next in line for an earldom and the power and fortune that come with it, but he is uncultured, unrefined--and completely untamed. . .until governess Ella Finch arrives upon the scene. Can so young and inexperienced a woman tutor him in the manners and mores of his class? Leo's mysterious past has rendered him an outsider, too wild for polite society. But he finds her innocence
most intriguing. . . Willing. . . What manner of man he may be, Ella does not know. Yet he fascinates her and she must know more. Capturing Leo's reckless heart is about to free her in ways she never dreamed of. . .and his sensual touch releases the deepest yearnings of her body and soul . . . "A first-class debut. Lori Brighton is a bright new voice to watch closely." --Hannah Howell Lori Brighton has a
degree in anthropology and worked as a museum curator. Deciding the people in her imagination were slightly more exciting than the dead things in a museum basement, she set out to write her first book. She currently lives with her family in the Midwest where she is at work on her next novel.
Almost ten years have passed since Brooke's marriage Lady Ludella Howard is quite different from her sweet, docile twin. She is mischievous, rebellious, passionate, and resents those restrictions imposed upon her as a lady. Her parents have difficulty keeping her out of trouble. Her father has refused to allow her to travel, and instead plans to send her to court to find an eligible husband to wed. Frustrated,
Ludella hatches a plan to escape. Ranulph Sutherland, the heir of clan Sutherland, is just as strong-willed and stubborn as Ludella. While initially resentful of the Englishwoman, his ire soon develops into an attraction he cannot deny. When an enemy clan sets up an ambush and a love rival resurfaces, his courage is tested alongside a heartfelt vow to protect the one person he truly loves. Can love survive the
war to come? If you enjoy Diana Gabaldon's Outlander, Karen Marie Moning's Highlander, or Julie Garwood's Lairds' Fiancées series, you will love Highland Wolf Bride.
Encourages men to allow God to help them complete their spiritual growth through the six stages of manhood, which will better equip them as fathers to initiate their sons into manhood.
Ride a Wild Heart / Summer Magic - Dd#22
Highland Wild Heart
Book 2 of Wild Heart series
If it Prove Fair Weather
Catching Her Wild Heart
Wild at Heart
The Way of the Wild Heart Manual
The Middle Way
Wild Hearts
Four teenage girls in Tennessee form a band, look for boys and make it through high school.
A map for the masculine journey. Becoming the man God designed you to be, the man you long to be, and even dream of being, does not happen overnight. You know that. The path to manhood is a journey of discovery and experience, trial and adventure. In The Way of the Wild Heart Manual, John Eldredge and Craig McConnell
come alongside those men who long to have a guide to lead them through this rite of passage, this masculine initiation. Filled with personal stories, illustrations from popular movies and books, and probing questions, this manual will set you on a heart-searching expedition to authentic masculinity through
reflection, meditation, and experience. This vital companion to The Way of the Wild Heart is designed to help you know God as Father in a way you've never known him before. Guiding you through the six stages that all men must go through?the Beloved Son, the Cowboy Ranger, the Warrior, the Lover, the King, and the
Sage?its discerning questions, key points, and exercises will help you discover the life that God intended for you as a man. Ultimately, this is a walk with God. Let your Father Show you the way.
Crystal Boudier is the oldest Governor’s daughter of Port Royal, Jamaica. All her life she has had a stifling life filled with lessons and responsibilities. But one day, pirates raid her city to pillage and plunder. Crystal and a handful of her friends manage to assist people to a ship in the harbor and sail to
safety. Upon their return, Crystal finds her parents dead and her sister was taken hostage by the fearsome pirates. Crystal takes up the mission to fight pirates and assist the cities people in their times of need in her search for her beloved sister. Will she be able to make a difference in a world where pirates run
the seas and strike fear in the people’s hearts? Will she manage to find her little sister and bring her to safety?
The gripping account of a once-in-a-lifetime football team and their lone championship season For Rich Cohen and millions of other fans, the 1985 Chicago Bears were more than a football team: they were the greatest football team ever—a gang of colorful nuts, dancing and pounding their way to victory. They won a Super
Bowl and saved a city. It was not just that the Monsters of the Midway won, but how they did it. On offense, there was high-stepping running back Walter Payton and Punky QB Jim McMahon, who had a knack for pissing off Coach Mike Ditka as he made his way to the end zone. On defense, there was the 46: a revolutionary,
quarterback-concussing scheme cooked up by Buddy Ryan and ruthlessly implemented by Hall of Famers such as Dan "Danimal" Hampton and "Samurai" Mike Singletary. On the sidelines, in the locker rooms, and in bars, there was the never-ending soap opera: the coach and the quarterback bickering on TV, Ditka and Ryan
nearly coming to blows in the Orange Bowl, the players recording the "Super Bowl Shuffle" video the morning after the season's only loss. Cohen tracked down the coaches and players from this iconic team and asked them everything he has always wanted to know: What's it like to win? What's it like to lose? Do you
really hate the guys on the other side? Were you ever scared? What do you think as you lie broken on the field? How do you go on after you have lived your dream but life has not ended? The result is Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of Football, a portrait not merely of a team but of a city and a
game: its history, its future, its fallen men, its immortal heroes. But mostly it's about being a fan—about loving too much. This is a book about America at its most nonsensical, delirious, and joyful.
Simon Fraser and his young assistant, Tom McElrath are back again after their initial adventures in The Borgia Blade. Two beheadings, thirty years apart, send Professor Fraser and Tom on the trail of murder and adventure when they encounter the world's most formidable medium, Millicent Zacharias, who would "scare
hell out of Jack the Ripper." There's a séance murder, and yet another slaying. The final séance uncovers two further attempts at murder. Are there two killers or only one? Is one of the older crowd guilty? Or perhaps there's a killer amongst the young? Is there an avenging child about? What did the doctor know that
was so dangerous? Why the sudden change from saber to poison? Some of Simon's university colleagues are involved, most particularly, a much-despised colleague of yesteryear. "If only I could prove Roland Jepson did the dirty deeds, I'd cheerfully see him fried," says an irritated Simon. As usual, the sore-tried but
patient Lieutenant Campbell has to put up with his good friend's penchant for maddening secrets, but in the end, the shadows fade and Simon, "does it again," as he did in the case of The Borgia Blade.
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Wild Heart Dancing
Florida Wildlife
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